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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS DAYTIME

HAPPY ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In Deserted

City High School, Vinnie and friends are in the hallway,

where Elizabeth is up at her locker.

Elizabeth struggles to open her locker.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I can’t open this container.

VINNIE DEO

Its called a locker, but you need

to have a combination to opening

it.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What is this Combination?

HELGA GUNNER

(explains)

It’s something to open your locker.

RANDY RUSSO

Or you could use your super

strength to open your locker.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Alright.

Elizabeth RIPS her locker door off the wall causing it to

open her locker. Suddenly stuff falls out from Elizabeth’s

locker.

CONNER REDCORN

You have all of that stuff in your

locker?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes, I love all of these things you

introduce to me, and so I put them

all in my locker to keep them.

JOSE REVANO

You need a bigger locker.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JEREMY THE JANITOR (V.O)

Oh my gosh!!!

JEREMY THE JANITOR in his 40’s uptight, obsessive,

compulsive, has orange hair and blue eyes run up to the mess

on the floor.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Junk all over the floor.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Why do you call it junk?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Because it’s dirty and disgusting,

and I just mopped this floor!!!

Jeremy uses a push broom to push away Elizabeth’s stuff.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Who was that?

VINNIE DEO

That was Jeremy the Janitor, he’s

kind of a....

HELGA GUNNER

Clean freak.

JOSE REVANO

Yeah a Clean Freak.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I hope that his phase could get

better?

CONNER REDCORN

No it won’t, he was born with OCD,

which means he suffers from it.

Suddenly the BELL RINGS and they go to their classes. Jeremy

is on the other side of the hallway scrubbing a locker with

a scrub brush.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

A happy school is a clean school, a

happy school is a clean school.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

He is very odd.

(CONTINUED)
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HELGA GUNNER

Don’t you mean weird.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA LATER

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later in the cafeteria

Vinnie and friends are sitting in the middle of the

cafeteria, eating lunch.

Elizabeth picks up her burger and eats it. Suddenly a drop

of ketchup falls onto the floor.

JEREMY THE JANITOR (V.O)

OH NO!!!

Jeremy the Janitor power slides down onto the floor to the

ketchup stain.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Are you alright?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

What is wrong with you, don’t you

know your manners?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

I do have these manners.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Well try to use them.

Jeremy wipes the ketchup stain off of the floor.

VINNIE DEO

You know Jeremy, you could cool

down with the cleaning, it’s just

dirt.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Oh do you think that the air we

breath is just air, no it’s just

carbon dioxide spreading through

the sky, do you think the water we

drink is just water, no it’s just

recycled sewage.

(CONTINUED)
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Randy and Conner SPITS out the water out of their mouths in

surprise.

HELGA GUNNER

Alright Jeremy we’ll be more

careful with all of this. You don’t

need to be a nut job about this.

Suddenly the SPEAKERS TURN ON.

PRINCIPAL MAHAMOMMON (V.O)

(speakers)

Will the janitor Jeremy come to my

office please it’s important. I

spilled coffee on the floor.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Great a coffee spill, I hope it

doesn’t spill on the carpet.

Jeremy walks out of the cafeteria.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE

Jeremy barges into the principal’s office with the carpet

cleaner.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

If the coffee stain is on the

carpet, I got the carpet cleaner

here just encase.

Jeremy is surprise where PRINCIPAL MAHAMOMMON in his 50’s

Indian, wise, smart, caring, has a white beard and wearing a

blue terbium is sitting at his desk, along with Mr. Axer and

Mrs Barbara Broot are in the office.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT.

Hey beb.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Honey, Mr.Axer, why are you doing

here?

PRINCIPAL MAHAMOMMON

Please take a seat Jeremy, we need

to talk, and the coffee spill is

just a false alarm.

(CONTINUED)
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JEREMY THE JANITOR

That’s a relief, but that doesn’t

explain why you make me come here?

PRINCIPAL MAHAMOMMON

Please take a seat.

Jeremy sits down in the chair.

MR.AXER

Jeremy we want you hear because we

appreciate you, with your hard work

to keep this school clean, but your

methods and OCD is taking over you.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

I don’t think so.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT.

We do babe, we don’t want to bring

our children into this world having

an OCD father. You need help.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

But I’m doing all of this, just

like my hero Soap Man.

MR.AXER

For th last time Jeremy he is just

a movie character.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

But he’s real, I can prove it.

PRINCIPAL MAHAMOMMON

You mean the actor who played him.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Yes, the actor who played him Sonny

Shine is coming into town for a

book signing tomorrow.

PRINCIPAL MAHAMOMMON

Really?.... Does Sonny Shine has

OCD?... No he doesn’t. He is just

acting.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

How do you know that?

MR.AXER

He learns it from watching the

behind the scenes of the movie.

(CONTINUED)
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JEREMY THE JANITOR

(mad)

How dare you ruined my favorite

movie. HOW DARE YOU!!!

Jeremy exits out of the office.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS LATER

The School Bell RINGS. All of the classroom doors OPEN and

all of the students exit out from their classrooms.

Suddenly some of the students SLIP and fall onto the floor.

Vinnie and friends struggle to not slip and fall onto the

floor. Conner does the splits and fall to the floor.

CONNER REDCORN

Darn it Jeremy!!!

JEREMY THE JANITOR

I can’t hear you, I’m waxing the

floors.

Jeremy is waxing the floor with a power waxer.

CUT TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA BREAK ROOM LATER

Later in th break room of Videotopia, Conner and Helga are

up at an arcade game playing on it. And Jose, Randy, Vinnie

and Elizabeth are siting at the table playing cards.

Then Pio walks into the break room.

PIO OWER

So how was school today?

HELGA GUNNER

Terrible. Jeremy was totally crazy

today.

PIO OWER

OK who’s Jeremy? Is he a friend of

yours?

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

He is known as a Janitor.

JOSE REVANO

Yeah, he’s a clean freak.

VINNIE DEO

Today he power waxed the floors,

causing us to slip and fall.

PIO OWER

Kind a reminds me of Soap Man.

VINNIE DEO

Who’s Soap Man?

PIO OWER

Soap Man is a movie about this

psychotic clean freak, who

accidentally used radioactive soap

while he’s in the shower. Now he

has a soap bar for a head, and has

the power to spray soap out from

his hands and bubbles out of his

mouth.

JOSE REVANO

He sounds like a perfect hero.

PIO OWER

No, he’s a villain. So he goes on a

cleaning rampage all over Los

Angles.

HELGA GUNNER

Sounds like he and Jeremy could

have a great friendship.

RANDY RUSSO

Totally. A clean freak duo.

CONNER REDCORN

Too bad he’s not real....Oh wait he

is real, and he’s on the loose.

PIO OWER

You got that right kid. Now you

kids go out to search for a man

with a Soap Bar for a head,

alright.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes we will Power.

FADE TO

INT. JEREMY AND MRS. BARBARA BROOT’S HOUSE BEDROOM NIGHT

TIME

In the bedroom Mrs. Barbara Broot is trying to sleep, while

BRUSHING noise is coming out from the bathroom.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT.

Come on honey, you’re in the

bathroom for 45 minutes.

JEREMY THE JANITOR (O.S)

Sorry honey, but I really have to

brush very slowly to prevent

gingivitis and cavities.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT.

Well could you just finish already

and get to bed.

JEREMY THE JANITOR (O.S)

Alright fine. I will survive these

diseases another day.

Jeremy TURN OFF the lights and exits out of the bathroom. He

comes into bed and TURNS OFF the LIGHT.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT (V.O)

Sweetie, are you alright with this

OCD thing you have.

JEREMY THE JANITOR (V.O)

Yes I am. Why?

Mrs. Barbara Broot TURNS ON THE LIGHTS.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT

Well just that I miss the weakling

man that I fall in love with. And

now look at you, you’ve become a

clean freak janitor.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

I can hear of what you’re saying,

but I can’t stop it. It’s who I am.

(CONTINUED)
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MRS.BARBARA BROOT

I know, but could you please lower

the clean freak phase down for a

little bit?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Alright. I will do that just for

you. And for our children who are

coming out someday.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT

Thanks honey.

Mrs. Barbara Broot kisses Jeremy on the lips. She then TURNS

OFF THE LIGHTS.

CUT TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY STREETS NIGHT TIME

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the streets

of Deserted City, garbage is piling up in the trash cans.

A MAN walking in the streets throws his empty soda can on

the garbage can, causing the piled up garbage to fall to the

ground.

An empty soda can ROLLS into the dark ally.

Then suddenly SOAP MAN 6’07 has a giant bar of soap for a

head, is a clean freak, hyper activate and aggressive comes

out from the dark alley.

SOAP MAN’S P.O.V

Soap Man sees all of the dust and dirt all over the ground.

He then sees that there are over filled garbage cans. He

sees the dirt all over the windows of the stores.

RETURN TO SCENE

SOAP MAN

EWW!!!! What a living dump. I don’t

know why these people live in this.

No Matter. Soap Man is here to

clean this place up.

Soap Man leaps into the air and FIRES BUBBLES out of his

mouth.

Some of the bubbles hit the dirt on the windows and

buildings, causing them to POP and making WATER SPLASH all

over them.

(CONTINUED)
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He FIRES BUBBLES at the overfilled garbage cans, trapping

them into the bubbles. The Bubbles FLOAT into the air with

the garbage cans trapped in them.

All of the people SCREAM and run away in fear.

SOAP MAN

Hey come on guys. I’m just cleaning

this place.

Soap Man FIRES FOAM out from his hands and into the streets.

END OF ACT ONE

FADE TO BLACK

ACT TWO

FADE IN

INT. VINNIE’S HOUSE VINNIE’S ROOM THE NEXT DAY

The next morning in Vinnie’s Room, Vinnie’s Alarm clock

RINGS . Vinnie presses the top of his alarm clock and turn

OFF his alarm clock.

Vinnie get out from his bed and sees that his room is

cleaned.

VINNIE DEO

What the heck?... My room is

cleaned...But I was suppose to do

it yesterday, but I didn’t... I was

tired from school and I forgot

about it.

CUT TO

INT. VINNIE’S HOUSE KITCHEN

Vinnie walks down stairs and goes into the kitchen and sees

it is cleaned. Alessandra is in the kitchen and look

surprised.

ALESSANDRA RAVANO

Vinnie did you clean the entire

kitchen?

VINNIE DEO

No I didn’t grandma.

(CONTINUED)
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MAXIMILINANO REVANO

(walking into the kitchen)

Well whoever did it, he also

cleaned the bathroom to, and by the

way the toilet has never looked so

cleaner.

Then Jose and Elizabeth enter into the kitchen.

VINNIE DEO

(to the others)

Do you know what’s going on around

here?

JOSE REVANO

I don’t know, the first thing I

notice when I woke up was Paloma

was smelling fresh, like he took a

bath last night, but he didn’t.

PALOMA REVANO (O.S)

I told you for the last time, it

was my fresh natural scent.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

And when I woke up today is that my

cloths are cleaned and fresh.

VINNIE DEO

It could be the work of Soap Man.

Remember what Power said.

JOSE REVANO

It could be him.

CUT TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA FRONT DESK LATER

Later in Videotopia Pio is TYPING down on his computer.

PIO OWER

Here he is. This is the guy I’m

tell you guys about.

Vinnie and friends look at the computer screen. A Poster of

Soap Man comes up on the computer screen.

PIO OWER

Soap Man, the most germaphobic hero

every.

(CONTINUED)
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RANDY RUSSO

How could he be a hero?

PIO OWER

He thinks he’s a hero, but he’s

not.

CONNER REDCORN

He’s just the villain of his movie

right?

PIO OWER

Totally.

JOSE REVANO

Now the other question is, where do

we find him?

PIO OWER

According to the movie. The police

found him by fallowing a trail of

his cleaning spree.

Vinnie, Elizabeth, Conner, Helga, Randy and Jose run out of

the store.

CUT TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY STREETS DAYTIME

In the streets of Deserted City all of the buildings and

roads are SHINY and clean.

Vinnie and friends run down along the sidewalk following the

trail to Soap Man.

VINNIE DEO

This must be the trail towards Soap

Man.

HELGA GUNNER

How can you tell?

VINNIE DEO

Because he cleaned these streets.

PIO OWER (V.O)

(earpiece)

You got that right kid, just keep

on following the trail and you will

catch him.

They run down the street to find Soap Man.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY MALL BOOK STORE

At the book store at the Deserted City Mall a line of people

are lined up outside of the store.

At the end of the line was SONNY SHINE in his 60’s has

golden tanned skin and was smiling up at the table. He is

writing his name in someone’s book of him.

He closes the book and gives it back to the person. Suddenly

Soap Man walks into the store.

SONNY SHINE

Hey looks like you’ve came out

dressed up as my less favorite

characters I played. Soap Man.

SOAP MAN

What do you mean dressed up I am

the real Soap Man.

SONNY SHINE

Oh please that is just cardboard.

SOAP MAN

(mad)

Really, you think that I am playing

dress up. As if, I am the real

deal.

Soap Man BLOWS BUBBLES and SUDS out of his hands and mouth

all over the store.

All of the people start to LAUGH at Soap Man. Some of the

bubbles and suds fall onto the floor, causing it to BURN

through the floor.

People start to SCREAM in fear.

SONNY SHINE

Wow, that is some special effects,

those suds and bubbles look like

they are made out acid.

SOAP MAN

It’s not a special effect. This is

real!!!!

CUT TO
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INT. DESERTED CITY MALL

Vinnie and friends arrive at the Deserted City Mall.

CONNER REDCORN

Why is Soap Man at the mall for?

RANDY RUSSO

Maybe he is just looking for a sale

soap or floor wax.

JOSE REVANO

No, Jeremy does that.

Jeremy the Janitor is in the hardware store picking up some

floor wax.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Finally the floor wax is on sale.

Now I won’t pay full price for 10

packs of these.

Suddenly SCREAMING comes out from the book store. People run

out of the book store.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Soap Man walks out

of the bookstore with an angry face.

HELGA GUNNER

Are you Soap Man?

SOAP MAN

(YELLS)

OF COURSE I AM !!!!

BUBBLES come out from Soap Man’s head.

CONNER REDCORN

You look very bubbly sir.

SOAP MAN

STOP SAYING THAT I’M ANGRY HERE!!!

VINNIE DEO

(into his earpiece))

Power. We found Soap Man and he is

looking very angry.

PIO OWER (V.O)

(Vinnie’s earpiece)

Oh that, Soap Man gets angry if

he’s being insulted or there’s more

mess around. Did you insult him?

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

No, but some other people insulted

him.

SOAP MAN

Of course people insulted me, and

now it’s time for you guys to get

cleaned up!!!

Soap Man FIRES BUBBLES and SUDS out of his hands and mouth

at Vinnie and friends. Vinnie MAKES a SHIELD out of his

filmstrips to block the attack.

The Bubbles and suds fall to the floor, causing a hole to

MELT through the floor.

HELGA GUNNER

Was that acid?

PIO OWER (V.O)

(Vinnie’s earpiece)

Oh by the way the suds and bubbles

he fires when he’s angry become

acid.

CONNER REDCORN

Thanks for the heads up Power.

Soap Man FIRES SUDS out of his hands at Vinnie. Vinnie and

friends dodge the attack. Elizabeth picks up a car and

throws it at a window display, causing the window display to

SHATTER into PIECES by the impact of the car.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(shouts)

Mr. Soap Man I made a mess.

SOAP MAN

Don’t worry I can clean it up.

Soap Man runs up to the debris and starts to clean it up.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(to Vinnie)

Vinnie it’s time put him back into

his movie world.

VINNIE DEO

Thanks for making the distraction

Elizabeth.

Vinnie’s filmstrips come out from behind his back and

WIGGLE. The filmstrips SHOOT right at Soap Man. Soap Man

dodges the attack and goes behind Vinnie and friends.

(CONTINUED)
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SOAP MAN

Don’t even think about it punks!!!

Soap Man FIRES BUBBLES out of his mouth. Vinnie push his

friends out of the way from the bubble attack, causing the

bubbles to POP on the debris of the window display and

causing them to MELT.

VINNIE DEO

What just happened back there?

PIO OWER (V.O)

(earpiece)

Another thing about Soap Man he has

super speed because, whenever he

slides on the floor the friction of

the floor makes him go faster.

HELGA GUNNER

OK seriously Power, you really need

to give us a run down all of the

movie characters who are on the

loose right now.

Vinnie FORMS his filmstrips into a cage and throws it down

onto Soap Man. The cage catches Soap Man, but he SLIPS

through the bars of the cage. Vinnie FORMS his filmstrips

into a net and throws it onto Soap Man. Soap Man slips

through the net and slides down the hallway.

Vinnie and friends run after him.

JOSE REVANO

(into earpiece)

Power you watched the movie how did

they catch Soap Man.

PIO OWER (V.O)

(earpiece)

Sorry guys, but I don’t know,

because while I was watching Soap

Man my power was cut off, so I

don’t know what happened to the end

of Soap Man.

CONNER REDCORN

There has to be someone around here

who knows the ending of Soap Man.

JEREMY THE JANITOR (O.S)

I know the ending of Soap Man!!!

They turn over their heads and see that Jeremy the Janitor

is behind them.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE AND FRIENDS

(together)

You do?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

I do, I know the ending of Soap

Man.

VINNIE DEO

So how did it end?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Well the ending of Soap Man was

horrible. It turns out when Soap

Man was launched into the air by

his own accident, he falls to the

floor, and while he was

unconscious, and they put non slip

shoes onto his feet to prevent him

from running away.

CONNER REDCORN

Non slip shoes, what else?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

The cops wrap him in sand paper so

he won’t slip out and escape from

them.

JOSE REVANO

Wow thanks Jeremy for the heads up

on Soap Man.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

But how did you know about Soap

Man?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

I watch Soap Man 3000 times. And he

is my hero.

RANDY RUSSO

How is he your hero, if he’s a

psycho?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

He likes to clean up, just like me.

VINNIE DEO

Now that’s out of the way, it’s

time set a trap for him.

CUT TO
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INT. DESERTED CITY MALL HARDWARE STORE

Elizabeth lifts up a giant roll of sandpaper and runs out of

the store.

CASHIER

(shouts)

Hey you suppose to pay for that!!!

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Sorry.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY MALL SHOE STORE

Helga grabs a pair of non slip shoes. She gives the money to

the cashier.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY MALL FOODCOURT

Soap Man enters angerly into the food court. People run out

of the food court.

Soap Man SCREAMS in rage and FIRES SUDS and BUBBLES out of

his mouth and hands. The Bubbles and Suds MELT through the

chairs and tables.

SOAP MAN

So much dirt, so much messes so

little time.

Soap Man SPINS and FIRES BUBBLES and SUDS out of his hands

and mouth. The suds and bubbles hits the tables, the floor

and the escalators, causing them to MELT.

JOSE REVANO

Hey Soap Man, we made a mess.

Jose and Randy POOR garbage out from the garbage bags and

all over the floor.

SOAP MAN

(mad)

MORE MESS!!!

Soap Man FIRES SUDS and BUBBLES out from his hands and mouth

at Jose and Randy.

(CONTINUED)
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They dodge the attack. The bubbles and suds MELT the garbage

on the floor.

Vinnie FORMS his filmstrips into GIANT HANDS and the unroll

the giant roll of sandpaper.

Vinnie throws the sandpaper onto Soap Man. Soap Man FIRES

BUBBLES at the sandpaper, causing them to BURN through the

sandpaper.

VINNIE DEO

Oh man that didn’t worked. I hope

my filmstrips are acid proof.

Vinnie grabs Soap Man with his giant hands made of

filmstrips. He grabs Soap Man, but he SLIPS out of the giant

hands.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Vinnie use some of the sandpaper

that isn’t burned by the acid.

Vinnie grabs a giant sheet of sandpaper and SLIDES it down

across the floor. Soap Man SLIDES on the floor, but suddenly

he trips onto the giant sheet of sandpaper, and falls onto

the ground.

Vinnie runs towards Soap Man. Soap Man FIRES SUDS out of his

hands at Vinnie. Vinnie uses his filmstrips to FORM a shield

and BLOCKS the attack, DEFLECTING the SUDS back onto Soap

Man.

Soap Man gets hit by his own acid suds, causing him to

SCREAM in pain.

SOAP MAN

IT BURNS!!! IT BURNS!!!

Soap Man stands up off of the floor and FIRES BUBBLES

RAPIDLY at Vinnie dodges the bubbles and runs up at Soap Man

and throws a punch at him, but he SLIDES to the side to

dodge the attack.

Vinnie trips Soap Man over with his filmstrips, causing Soap

Man to trip over and fall onto the ground.

Helga power slides on the floor and puts the non slip shoes

onto Soap Man’s feet. Soap Man gets up off of the floor, and

slides away, but he trips and fall onto the ground.

Jose, Randy, Helga, and Conner dog pile onto Soap Man, and

wrap the sandpaper onto Soap Man. Soap Man struggles to

break free but couldn’t.

(CONTINUED)
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SOAP MAN

Great I’m trapped.

HELGA GUNNER

This is the last time you clean up

this 1 horse town.

JOSE REVANO

Now it’s time to for you to go

home.

VINNIE DEO

Time to wrap this up.

Vinnie’s filmstrips WRAP around Soap Man and ABSORBS him

into his filmstrips. The filmstrips WIND back into the

golden video tape on the back of Vinnie’s back .

Jeremy the Janitor walks up towards them.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

OK what just happened? Where’s Soap

Man? And where did Sonny Shine go

to.

HELGA GUNNER

It’s a long story and by the way,

Sonny Shine is still in the book

store.

VINNIE DEO

Let us explain everything.

FADE TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA FRONT DESK LATER

Later at Videotopia Jeremy the Janitor is in the store with

the others at the front desk.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Let me get this straight, you have

a bet with a a bully at school, if

you can collect the most videos

here. Then you trip over and fall

onto a podium that contains a

golden videotape and now it’s

attached to your back. And now they

the movie monsters and characters

had escaped from their movie

worlds, and it’s your mission to

brings them back into their worlds.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWER

You got that right. Vinnie here,

aka Video is responsible for all of

this. Now it’s time to return all

of the movie monsters and

characters to their own movie

worlds.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

And I am also from a movie world

too.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Wow. After what happened today, I’m

going to keep away from Soap Man

for a while.

VINNIE DEO

Now in the mean time you have to

keep this a secret between us,

alright?

JEREMY THE JANITOR

OK I understand, but in the mean

time here you have to clean up this

place it’s a pigsty.

Jeremy exits out of the video store.

PIO OWER

I just cleaned it yesterday Man!!!

FADE TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL DAYTIME THE NEXT WEEK

HAPPY HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Vinnie and friends

walk over towards the school.

JOSE REVANO

You know after they day we had this

weekend, I am so glad that it’s all

over.

HELGA GUNNER

I know, I don’t want to see

anything to do with Soap Man ever

again.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Is there another Soap Man we

haven’t met yet?

(CONTINUED)
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CONNER REDCORN

Not exactly.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL FRONT HALLWAY

They enter into the school, then suddenly they SLIP and fall

to the floor.

The other students try to get up off of the floor, but some

of them SLIP and fall to the floor.

Jeremy is using the power waxer to wax the floor.

JEREMY THE JANITOR

Sorry everyone, but the floors

really need to be waxed.

MRS.BARBARA BROOT

That’s my husband for you. He’s

just a germaphob, but that’s the

way I like him.

VINNIE DEO

Us too Mrs. Broot, us too.

FADE TO BLACK


